
MEMORANDUM

TO: File
FROM: Eddie Tsui, Traffic Signal Engineer
SUBJECT: Bike Detection Test Using Sensys Networks Wireless Sensors
DATE: March 4, 2008

This memorandum summarizes our February 7, 2008 bike detection test using Sensys Networks 
wireless sensors.  The test was conducted by City staff Damon Curtis, Raoul Roque, Eddie Tsui 
(Traffic Engineering) and Ed Timmer (Signal Shop), along with Mike Malcuit (Sensys Networks). 
The purpose was to determine if the sensors are capable of detecting bicycles.

Test Site

City staff conducted the test near the intersection of Fulton Street and Great Highway.  Sensys 
Networks wireless sensors were installed in all lanes in the southbound approach to the intersection 
as a pilot project.  The sensor used for the bike detection test was located in the center of the right 
lane, approximately 5 to 6 feet away from the lane line.

Bikes Tested

City staff tested three types of bicycles: a conventional steel frame mountain bike, a foldable 
commuter bike that is allowed on BART and a simulated carbon fiber bike.  We simulated a carbon 
fiber bike by testing one wheel from the conventional mountain bike, as most carbon fiber bikes 
have conventional wheels.

Test Method

We tested three sensitivity settings: 0, 2 and 5, with 0 being the most sensitive setting (the factory 
default setting is 7).  At each of these three sensitivity settings, we tested different distances from the 
sensor to determine how far from the sensor can a bicyclist ride and be detected.  We ran three trials 
for each distance tested at each sensitivity setting tested.

Test Results

At sensitivity setting 0, we repeatedly detected the conventional bike and the foldable bike at 1.5 feet 
away (a 3-foot-wide detection zone) and the simulated carbon fiber bike at 1 foot away.  At setting 
0, we occasionally detected passing motor vehicle traffic in the adjacent traffic lane.
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Test Results (cont’d)

At sensitivity setting 2, we repeatedly detected the conventional bike and the foldable bike at 1.5 feet 
away and the simulated carbon fiber bike at 0.5 foot away.  At setting 2, we also occasionally 
detected passing motor vehicle traffic in the adjacent traffic lane.

At sensitivity setting 5, we repeatedly detected the conventional bike, the foldable bike and the 
simulated carbon fiber bike at 0.5 foot away.  At setting 5, we did not detect passing motor vehicle 
traffic in the adjacent traffic lane.  Setting 5 was the most sensitive setting while not detecting motor 
vehicle traffic in the adjacent traffic lane.

Conclusion

Based on the test results, we concluded that the Sensys Networks wireless sensors can reliably detect 
bicycles.  When these sensors are installed on a bike network, we will paint a bike logo at an 
appropriate location to indicate where bicyclists should ride to be detected.

At setting 5, we consistently detected bicycles without detecting passing motor vehicle traffic in the 
adjacent traffic lane.  If detecting a passing motor vehicle traffic in the adjacent traffic lane is not an 
issue, (e.g., single lane approach or multiple lane approach calling the same phase), we can raise the 
sensitivity level to increase the detection zone.

Bear in mind that the test sensor was installed in the center of a traffic lane and not a bike lane.  If a 
sensor was in the center of a bike lane, it would be closer to the adjacent traffic lane than at the test 
site and passing motor vehicle traffic in the adjacent traffic lane may be detected.  The sensor should 
then be installed near the right edge of the bike lane, as far away as possible from the adjacent traffic 
lane if the adjacent traffic lane calls a different phase than the bike lane.
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Testing a conventional steel frame mountain bike

Testing a folding commuter bike

Simulating a carbon fiber bike with a conventional wheel
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